Specificity, phenotype, and precursor frequency of primary cytolytic T lymphocytes specific for class II major histocompatibility antigens.
Most cytolytic T lymphocytes (CTL) recognize class I rather than class II MHC determinants, and relatively little is known about those CTL that do recognize class II MHC determinants. The present study was undertaken to document the specificity, phenotype, and precursor frequency of primary class II allospecific CTL. It was found that class II-allospecific CTL could be consistently generated in vitro from unprimed spleen or thymus populations in the presence of exogenously added helper factors. The class II MHC specificity of both the precursor and CTL effectors activated in primary cultures by Ia-disparate stimulator cells was documented both by blocking experiments with anti-Ia mAb and by the use of L cell transfectants. The mechanism by which primary allospecific CTL effectors lysed their targets appeared to involve direct cell-cell contact, because they failed to lyse bystander target cells. The frequency in unprimed spleen populations of precursor CTL specific for class II alloantigens was examined by limiting dilution analysis and was found to be as high as 1/15,000 splenocytes and approximately 10% of the frequency reported for primary class I allospecific CTL. Finally, the Lyt phenotype of primary class II allospecific CTL precursors and effectors was determined. It was found that anti-class II CTL derive from at least two distinct precursor subpopulations that are either L3T4+Lyt-2- or L3T4-Lyt-2+, and that the Lyt phenotype expressed by the CTL effectors are concordant with that of their precursors. No correlation was found between the I subregion gene products recognized by CTL effectors and the Lyt phenotype they expressed in that both I-A- and I-E-specific CTL were both L3T4+Lyt-2- and L3T4-Lyt-2+.